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Abstract

tion based on local patterns enable to revisit the relaxation
issue thanks to constraint back propagation possibilities.
This can be discussed within a case study on constrained
co-clustering [6]. This talk is based on results from two
IST FET Open European projects dedicated to inductive
databases, namely the C I N Q (2001-2004) and its followup IQ (2005-2008). This research is partly funded by ANR
Bingo2 (2008-2010)

Constraint-based mining has been proven to be extremely useful. It has been applied not only to many pattern
discovery settings (e.g., for sequential pattern mining) but
also, recently, on classification and clustering tasks (see,
e.g., [1]). It appears as a key technology for an inductive
database perspective on knowledge discovery in databases
(KDD) [5, 3], and constraint-based mining is indeed an answer to important data mining issues (e.g., for supporting
a priori relevancy and subjective interestingness but also to
achieve computational feasibility). However, few authors
study the nature of constraints and their semantics. Considering several examples of non trivial KDD processes,
we discuss the Hows, Whys, and Whens of constraints in a
broader context than [2]. Our thesis is that most of the typical data mining methods are constraint-based techniques
and that it is worth studying and designing them as such.
In many cases, we exploit constraints that are not really
explicit (e.g., the objective function optimization of a clustering for a given similarity measure) and/or constraints
whose operational semantics are relaxed w.r.t. their declarative counterparts (e.g., the optimization constraint is not
enforced because of some local optimization heuristics). We
think that is important to explicit every primitive constraint
and the operators that combine them because this constitutes the declarative semantics of the constraints and thus
the mining queries. Then, a well-studied challenge is to
design some operational semantics like correct and complete solvers and/or relaxation schemes for more or less
complex constraints. Designing complete solvers has been
extensively studied in useful but yet limited settings (see,
e.g., the algorithms for exploiting combinations of monotonic and anti-monotonic primitives [4]). It is however
clear that many relevant constraints lack from such nice
properties. On another hand, understanding constraint relaxation strategies remains fairly open, certainly because
of its intrinsically heuristic nature. Interestingly, the recent
approaches that suggest global pattern or model construc-
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